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The notion linguistic sign defined by Jan W. F. Mulder as “{pi...n R si} & {si Ř

pi...n}”1） is both an extremely enlightening and a highly refined concept which applies

readily to the phonological elements of a language and is able to satisfy the purposes of

grammar.2）  However, in the case of semantics (i.e., linguistic semantics, not philosophi-

cal semantics), there arises the need for establishing a link between the linguistic sign and

its meaning (i.e., information value3）), which is wholly determined by the fixed conven-

tions of the language system to which the linguistic sign belongs.  What is meant by

“establishing a link between the linguistic sign and its meaning” is the filling of the gap,

through the use of certain relations, between linguistic signs, which are within given lan-

guages, and their information value, which lies outside the given languages.

In order to bridge the gap between the linguistic sign (a linguistic element) and its

information value (an extra-linguistic entity), in other words to describe the linguistic sign

(or, to be more specific, any linguistic sign, be it a sentence4） or a lexical item as a prime

carrier of meaning) in relation to its information value, Sándor G. J. Hervey has evolved,

within the framework of Axiomatic Functionalism, a theory of the linguistic sign which

satisfies the purposes of semantics.5）  This theory is merely one of three complementary

components of the theory of Axiomatic Functionalism as at present constituted, the other

two being the signum-theory6）, which defines the ontological status of linguistic objects,

and the systemology, which covers phonology7） and grammar.  It must be added here that

although the systemology and the semantics are integrated through the signum-theory

they are entirely independent of each other, the former describing a given language in

terms of the internal deployment of its elements, while the latter describes the language in

terms of its external deployment.
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From the outset, it should be understood that Hervey’s semantics (i.e., Axiomatic

Functionalist Semantics) is essentially a “denotational sign-semantics”8） and, in sum, “a

theory for the description of the wholly fixed-conventional information values of linguis-

tic signs (in their capacity of being paradigmatic9） entities in grammar as well as fully-

fledged signs)”.10)

II

Hervey has developed his theory of linguistic semantics by introducing certain theo-

retical or descriptive notions which will be dealt with in this and the following sections.

(1a) Utterance1）

A linguistic sign may be construed as a model established within a linguistic de-

scription to account for and apply to a set of speech facts that possess both form and

meaning.  There then inevitably arises the need also to establish within a linguistic de-

scription a model that accounts for and applies to a single speech fact possessing both

form and meaning.  The model so established is called an utterance.  Every linguistic sign

can then be viewed as a class of utterances, and an utterance can, in turn, be defined as “a

member of a linguistic sign (as a class) such that it is a model for a single realisation (an

actual communication) of that particular [linguistic] sign”.

As will be clearly seen below, an advantage of regarding a linguistic sign as a class

of utterances is that this view makes it possible to link a linguistic sign, through the notion

utterance, to the individual denotata2） referred to by utterances.

Further discussion of an utterance, together with an alternative definition to the one

given above, will be found in [α-i] below.

(1b) Class of Equivalent Utterances3）

For a linguistic sign to be able to be treated as a class of utterances, it should be

regarded as a class of equivalent utterances, “equivalent” in Hervey’s sense here meaning

“having the relation of belonging to the same linguistic sign”.4）  A class of equivalent

utterances can then be defined as “the set of all and only the utterances that are members

of a given linguistic sign (as a class)”: i.e., S = {U i...n} = U i ∪  U j ∪ ...∪  U n, where S stands

for “a linguistic sign” and U for “an utterance”.

(2a) Form5）
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Any utterance is a model for a single speech fact possessing both form and mean-

ing, or in other words characterised by the simultaneous presence of a certain recognisable

form (usually observable as a phonetic sound) and of a recognisable meaning (a piece of

information) conveyed by that speech fact.  There is therefore a need to distinguish two

terms within the utterance: one accounting for the physically observable or acoustic as-

pect of a single speech fact and the other accounting for the information-bearing aspect

embodied in the single speech fact in question.  The first is called a form and the second a

reference, which will be dealt with in (3a) below.

It must be noted here that a form qualifies as accounting for the acoustic aspect of a

single speech fact for which an utterance is a model if and only if that speech fact has an

information-bearing aspect as well.  In other words, the form “accounts for the fact that an

utterance is not mere substance, but substance necessarily linked with information-

content”.6）  Thus in English the concrete acoustic event (i.e., phonetic form7）) [me] cannot

be called a form, because such an event does not have an information-bearing aspect

within the conventions of English, even though in Japanese it can be called a form, owing

to its having an information-bearing aspect within the conventions of Japanese.

A form can then be defined as “an image8） in its capacity of having the particular

grammatically distinctive function9）  appropriate to a linguistic sign”: i.e., “i R si”, where

i stands for “an image” and si for “a particular grammatically distinctive function”.  A

grammatically distinctive function is the property by virtue of which entities have an

information-bearing potential.10）

The form of an utterance is a token of an expression11） of the linguistic sign for the

realisation of which the given utterance is a model.  This means that a form is an intrinsic

aspect of an utterance, just as an expression is an intrinsic aspect of a linguistic sign.12）  A

form can then be alternatively defined as “a member of an expression (as a class) such that

it is a model for a single realisation (in actual communication) of that expression”.  An

expression can now be regarded as a class of forms.

(2b) Class of Equivalent Forms13）

The relation of “equivalence” (i.e., the relation of “belonging to the same linguistic

sign”) that exists between utterances also exists between the respective forms of those

utterances.  Thus the forms of all utterances that belong to the same linguistic sign consti-

tute a class of equivalent forms, and this can be defined as “a class of forms whose mem-

bers are all forms of members of one and the same class of equivalent utterances (i.e., a
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[linguistic] sign)”14）, or alternatively as “the set of all and only the forms that are members

of a given expression”.  The latter definition entitles an expression to be conceived of as a

class of equivalent forms.

(2c) Form Class15）

Every form can be said to have a phonological form16）, this resulting directly from

the fact that a form is a model for a single acoustic event having phonetic substance (which

may be “zero”), which in turn is the realisation of a phonological form.  There may be a

situation where the forms of two or more utterances which are ipso facto distinct or non-

identical have identical phonological form.  In order to account for this situation, the

notion form class is set up, which can be defined as “the set of all and only the utterances

whose forms have phonologically equivalent images”: i.e., “{ii...n R dp} R {si...n}”, where

{ii...n R dp} stands for “a particular set of images in their capacity of having one and the

same phonologically distinctive function17） dp ”, and {si...n} for “a particular class of gram-

matically distinctive functions”.18）

For example, every utterance which has the phonological form /per/ in English

belongs to the form class {“/per/”} regardless of whether it accounts for a realisation of

the linguistic sign “pear” or of the linguistic sign “pair”, that is to say regardless of differ-

ences in grammatically distinctive function.

(3a) Reference19）

As has already been stated in (2a), a reference is a model for the information-bear-

ing aspect of a single speech fact for which an utterance is a model, and it naturally

implies a form.  This means that a reference “accounts for the fact that an utterance is not

just an information-content, but an information-content necessarily linked to a substance”.20）

There exists, therefore, a relation of mutual implication between form and reference, the

two (the former as a token of expression, the latter as a token of content 21）) being the

converse of each other in a manner analogous with the way expression and content are the

converse of each other.22）  A reference can then be defined as “a grammatically distinctive

function in its capacity of being the particular grammatically distinctive function of a

particular image”: i.e., “si Ř i”.

The reference of an utterance, as has been stated above, is a token of the content of

the linguistic sign for the realisation of which the given utterance is a model, which means

that a reference is an intrinsic aspect of an utterance, just as a content is an intrinsic aspect
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of a linguistic sign.  Thus a reference can be defined alternatively as “a member of a

content (as a class) such that it is a model for a single realisation (in actual communica-

tion) of that content”.  A content can now be regarded as a class of references.

(3b) Class of Equivalent References23）

The relation of “equivalence” that exists between utterances which are members of

one and the same linguistic sign exists also between the respective references of the utter-

ances and between the respective forms of the utterances.24）  Thus the references of all

utterances belonging to the same linguistic sign make up a class of equivalent references,

and this can be defined as “a class of references whose members are all references of

members of one and the same class of equivalent utterances (i.e., a [linguistic] sign)”25）, or

alternatively as “the set of all and only the references that are members of a given con-

tent”.  The latter definition entitles a content to be conceived of as a class of equivalent

references.

(3c) Reference Class26）

Every reference is a model for the information-bearing aspect of a single speech

fact and carries information of which the ultimate substance lies in the outside world as an

object, event, process, quality, relation, or circumstance, an entity either real or imaginary.

It is possible to form a perceptual or conceptual judgement about the object, event, pro-

cess, quality, etc. lying behind the reference of an utterance and thus to determine whether

two or more references have identical or non-identical objects, events, processes, quali-

ties, etc. lying behind them.  There may be a situation in which the references of two or

more distinct utterances have identical substance, that is to say a situation in which the

respective references have, empirically speaking, the same item of information underly-

ing them.  In order to account for this situation, the notion reference class is set up, which

can be defined as “the set of all and only the utterances whose respective references relate

to the same denotatum27）”.

For instance, all utterances which have one and the same concrete object “pear”

underlying them belong to the reference class {“/per/”...“/fruRt/”...“/   is/”...etc.} regard-

less of their formal properties.

It must be noted here that reference and underlying object (quality, process, etc.)

are two distinct notions, and that the former is not to be identified with the latter about

which communication is intended.

 ̀6
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(4) Form-Reference Class28）

In the light of what has been stated in (2c) and (3c) above, the notion form-refer-

ence class can be defined as “the set of all and only the utterances with phonologically

equivalent  images and with the same denotatum”, i.e., “the intersection of a given form

class and a given reference class”.

For instance, the form-reference class to which a given utterance “/per/” belongs is

the intersection of the form class of “/per/” and the reference class of “/per/”.

[α-i]

By induction from what has been stated in the above subsections, excluding (2c),

(3c) and (4), the notion utterance can be given an alternative definition to the one in (1a)

above: namely, “the conjunction of a unique form and a unique reference”, which mutually

imply each other.29）  In formulaic terms, utterance can be expressed as “i R si & si Ř i”.

This is analogous with the way the notion linguistic sign is “the conjunction of a particular

expression and a particular content, which mutually imply one another”.30）  This analogy

can be represented by the diagram below reproduced from Hervey:31）

where S = linguistic sign, E = expression, C = content, U = utterance, F = form, and R =

reference; and U ∈  S, F ∈  E, and R ∈  C.  (The double-headed arrow stands for “equiva-

lence” or “mutual implication”.)

[α-ii]

Following on from the notions class of equivalent forms and class of equivalent

references, as set up in (2b) and (3b) above, the notion linguistic sign can now be re-

defined as “the conjunction of a class of equivalent forms and the appropriate class of

equivalent references, in such a way that every member of the class of equivalent forms is

in relation with one and only one member of the class of equivalent references, thereby

constituting a single utterance which is a member of the [linguistic] sign (i.e., class of

S

E C

U

F R
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equivalent utterances) in question”32）: i.e., in formulaic terms S = {Ui...n} = {ii...n R si} &

{si Ř ii...n}.  This can be represented by the following diagram reproduced with some

alterations from Hervey:33）

This definition of the linguistic sign given by Hervey is logically equivalent to

Mulder’s, with expression and class of equivalent forms on the one hand and content and

class of equivalent references on the other being mutually equivalent, although, of course,

the two definitions are not identical, owing to the fact that utterance is not found as a

model in Mulder’s part of the theory.

To be continued

S = Class of Equivalent = 
Utterances

Ri     ∪             Rj     ∪    . . .   ∪             Rn

Fi     ∪             F j     ∪    . . .   ∪             Fn

Ui            ∪      Uj            ∪    . . .   ∪      Un

Class of Equivalent References

Class of Equivalent Forms
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NOTES

* Fellow of The Queen’s College, University of Oxford.

All references to axioms and definitions in these notes and all associated references thought
relevant are to be found in the abridged version of J. W. F. Mulder’s “Postulates for Axiomatic Func-
tionalism” given in S. Shimizu and M. A. L. Lamb, “Axiomatic Functionalism: Mulder’s Theory of
the Linguistic Sign”, Language, Culture and Communication, 1, Keio University, 1985 (hereafter
referred to as “Mulder’s Theory of the Linguistic Sign”) and in S. G. J. Hervey’s “Postulates for
Axiomatic Functionalist Semantics” in J. W. F. Mulder and S. G. J. Hervey, The Strategy of Linguis-
tics, Scottish Academic Press, Edinburgh, 1980, pp. 203–11.

Definitions in quotation marks without any footnote reference are taken from the source speci-
fied in the footnote reference attached to the subtitle of the section in question.

Section I

1) See Axiom E, Def. 24.  See also “Mulder’s Theory of the Linguistic Sign”, pp. 104–5.
2) See Axiom B, Defs. 2a3a & 2a3e.
3) See Axiom B, Def. 2.
4) See Axiom D, Def. 20 (“Sentence” for “signum with such features that it cannot be a feature

(constituent, or other feature) of another signum” or for “signum such that it is a self-contained
vehicle for conveying messages”).

5) See especially S. G. J. Hervey, “Notions in the Manipulation of Non-Denotational Meaning in
Speech”, La Linguistique, 7, 1971; J. W. F. Mulder and S. G. J. Hervey, Theory of the Linguistic
Sign, Janua Linguarum Series Minor, Mouton, The Hague, 1972 (hereafter referred to as Theory
of the Linguistic Sign); S. G. J. Hervey, “Grammar and Semantics in Axiomatic Functionalist
Linguistics”, Lingua, 36, 1975; S. G. J. Hervey, “Semantics in Axiomatic Functionalist Linguis-
tics”, Proceedings of the Deuxième Colloque International de Linguistique Fonctionelle, Clermont-
Ferrand, 1975; S. G. J. Hervey, Axiomatic Semantics, Scottish Academic Press, Edinburgh, 1979
(hereafter referred to as Axiomatic Semantics); J. W. F. Mulder and S. G. J. Hervey, The Strategy
of Linguistics, Scottish Academic Press, Edinburgh, 1980 (hereafter referred to as The Strategy of
Linguistics).

 6) See “Mulder’s Theory of the Linguistic Sign”, p. 117, n. 1.  With reference to “signum”, see
Mulder’s Def. 2a.

7) See Axiom B, Def. 3a.
8) See Axiomatic Semantics, p. xxi.
9) See Axiom B, Def. 7a.

10) See Axiomatic Semantics, p. xxvii.
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Section II

1) See Axiom F, Def. 1a.
2) See Axiom F, Def. 4.  See also (5a) in Section III.
3) See Axiom F, Def. 2.
4) See Axiomatic Semantics, p. 17.
5) See Axiom F, Defs. 1b1a & 1b1b.
6) See The Strategy of Linguistics, p. 204 (Axiom F, Def. 1b).
7) See Axiom E, Def. 22a.
8) See Axiom E, Def. 22.
9) See Axiom B, Def. 7a3 and Axiom E, Def. 24a.

10) See The Strategy of Linguistics, p. 204 (Axiom F, Def. 1b2a).
11) See Axiom E, Def. 24a.
12) See The Strategy of Linguistics, p. 204 (Axiom F, Def. 1b).
13) See Axiom F, Def. 2a.
14) See Axiomatic Semantics, p. 17.
15) See Axiom F, Def. 3a.
16) See Axiom E, Def. 23.
17) See Axiom B, Def. 7a3 and Axiom E, Def. 24a.
18) See The Strategy of Linguistics, p. 205 (Axiom F, Def. 3a).
19) See Axiom F, Defs. 1b2a & 1b2b.
20) See The Strategy of Linguistics, p. 204 (Axiom F, Def. 1b).
21) See Axiom E, Def. 24b.
22) See Axiom E, Def. 24.
23) See Axiom F, Def. 2b.
24) See (2b) in this section.
25) See Axiomatic Semantics, p. 17.
26) See Axiom F, Def. 3b.
27) See Axiom F, Def. 4.
28) See Axiom F, Def. 3c.
29) See Axiom F, Def. 1b.
30) See Axiom E, Def. 24.
31) See The Strategy of Linguistics, p. 205 (Axiom F, Def. 1b2b).
32) See Axiomatic Semantics, p. 17.
33) See Axiomatic Semantics, p. 18.
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